RACISM IN STEM

A PANEL ON CHANGING THE NARRATIVE ON INSTITUTIONAL RACISM.

PANELIST:

Antione Patto
Is the founder and executive director of Photo Patch. Photo Patch plans to serve 2.7 million youth with parents in prison. He is an Echoing Green Fellow. His mission is to teach more people of color how to code. His goal is to have taught 2,020 people how to code by the end of 2020.

Dr. Jelani Nelson
Professor in the Department of EECS at UC Berkeley; His research interests include sketching and streaming algorithms, dimensionality reduction, compressing, sensing, and randomized linear algebra.

Dan Wheeler
Engineering Director for The Last Mile. TLM teaches web programming in prisons across several states. "One of my first projects involved setting up Wikipedia and Stack Overflow access for students, by copying and re-hosting that content inside prison walls."

MODERATOR:
Cristina Morales
Instructor at Math Start and an active member of Hostos Action Committee.

Nov. 17 3:30 pm
zoom code: 848 8933 8359
passcode: stem4al

sponsored by Math Club
presented by Math Seminar
For more info email lwolf@hostos.cuny.edu or (914-388-5558)